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Passive transit-signal priority (TSP) is an effective approach to improve the operational efficiency of transit systems on arterial
roads. This paper presents an integrated TSP model that benefits both transit vehicles and other road users. The proposed
model uses the random arrival characteristics of transit vehicles related to their stochastic dwell times at near-side stops. Thus,
it enables not only two-way bandwidth maximization within subsystems but also the combined optimization of adjacent
subsystems. To minimize any negative impact on side-street traffic, this study, unlike previous research, considers the
influential area by the introduction of TSP. Case studies on 15 intersections in Sejong, Korea, verify the superior performance
of the proposed model for both transit and general vehicles.

1. Introduction

Transit-signal priority (TSP) is the most efficient method of
ensuring the rapidity of transit vehicles on an arterial road
network. Most prior research on TSP has involved expand-
ing the general-vehicle arterial signal-coordination model.
Although various effective TSP models have appeared in
the literature, TSP control has been rarely applied in practice
because of concerns over its negative impact on non-transit
road users. Thus, progression models that can benefit both
general and transit vehicles are of considerable interest.

Over the past few decades, several researchers have pro-
posed optimization approaches for arterial signal progression.
Brooks [1] suggested optimizing arterial bandwidth through
half-integer synchronization, considering only two through
phases. Messer et al. [2] extended Brooks’ model to a
multiphase-signal case. Subsequently, Little and Kelson [3]
designed MAXBAND, which maximizes a weighted combina-
tion of bandwidths, including the optimal cycle length, offsets,
speeds, and order of left-turn phases. However, MAXBAND
can only be used to optimize signal timing plans for arterials.
Chang et al. [4] overcame this limitation with MAXBAND-
86, which can determine the global optimum solution for a
large signal network. Gartner et al. [5] developed MULTI-
BAND, which considers the actual traffic volumes and flow

capacities of each link, generating an individually weighted
bandwidth for each road direction.

On the basis of these earlier models, Tian and Urbanik [6]
proposed a system-partition technique that maximizes the
bandwidth in the peak direction and provides partial progres-
sion for the off-peak traffic period. Lin et al. [7] developed a
new mixed-integer nonlinear programming model that maxi-
mizes the number of intersections that can be passed without
stopping; although suitable for high-saturation traffic condi-
tions, it calculates the long cycle length under low-saturation
ones. Li [8] solved the progression time uncertainty using
MAXBAND andMonte Carlo methods, considering the mean
bandwidth, standard deviation, and minimum bandwidth by
varying the cycle-by-cycle period. Yang et al. [9] reported
three multipath progression models that overcome the limita-
tions of existing models maximizing only two-way bandwidth
or minimizing their total delay. Zhang et al. [10] proposed
Asymmetrical MULTIBAND (AM-BAND), which relaxes
the requirements of MULTIBAND and utilizes the green
times in each direction more appropriately. Ye et al. [11]
developed a two-way bandwidth maximization model consid-
ering the queue-clearance time, which had been neglected in
previous studies. Zhang et al. [12] designed MaxBandLA,
which maximizes the mean two-way bandwidth and produces
an optimal network partition plan, and MaxBandGN, which
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optimizes the offsets for all the signals in a grid network. Yang
and Cheng [13] developed geometry-based signal-optimization
models for asymmetric continuous-flow intersections. Hao
et al. [14] discussed the maximal number of subgroups for
effective signal progression when a long arterial contains
several intersections.

To improve the efficiency of transit-signal operation in
terms of progression control, Ma et al. [15] developed a
person-capacity-based optimization method using a binary
mixed-integer linear program. This model can be used to pro-
duce optimal lane markings, exclusive bus lanes, and TSP
signal timings for isolated intersections; however, it imposes
a spatial limit as a transit vehicle travels along the arterial road.
Jeong and Kim [16] designed TRAMBAND, which can find
the maximized general-vehicle bandwidth for a fixed tram
bandwidth along the arterial using MAXBAND. However,
the MAXBAND model with equal bandwidths at multiple
sections limits green-time-utilization efficiency. Bai et al. [17]
proposed TRAMBAND, employing AM-BAND for more
efficient use of the green time. In a similar context, Florek
[18] reported the BUS-MULTIBAND and BUS-AM-BAND
methods, which solve the signal-coordination problem for pas-
senger cars and public-transport vehicles simultaneously. Dai
et al. [19] andMa et al. [20] addressed the competing demands
of transit and general vehicles by constraining the minimum
bandwidth. Dai et al. [21] categorized the intersections along
the main street based on bus-stop locations and optimized sig-
nal coordination to consider the bus speed and dwell time. To
enhance the passive control strategy under dwell-time uncer-
tainty, Kim et al. [22] developed bus-based signal coordination,
which account for the average dwell time and its variance on
arterial roads with heavy bus volumes. Han et al. [23] designed
STEP BAND, a progression-control-based TSP that follows a
uniform arrival distribution. STEP BAND supports nonstop
bus movement and reduces delays for general vehicles driving
on the main road.

In addition, active strategies can be used to give priority to
specific transit vehicles [24]. Garrow and Machemehl [25]
described and evaluated several TSP-provision methods dur-
ing both peak and off-peak periods. The results indicated that
active TSP should be used cautiously during peak periods. Sev-
eral other studies have been conducted to improve transit sys-
tems using active TSP [26–30]. However, the negative effect of
active TSP strategies (especially that of nonpriority phases) on
general traffic has elicited concern [31]. Therefore, Kim et al.
[32] developed a bus-oriented base signal plan for an arterial
road, activating TSP only at critical intersections.

The contributions of the present study are twofold: first,
we attempt to maximize the two-way bus bandwidth within
the subsystem and optimize the combination of adjacent
subsystems by considering bus-bay capacity and a random
bus-arrival distribution based on the stochastic dwell time at
a near-side bus stop. Second, the influential area by TSP,
ignored in previous studies, is included in the optimization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a detailed
statement of the problem is presented in Section 2. The pro-
posed methodology is discussed in Section 3, and the test site
is described in Section 4. In Section 5, the performance and
effectiveness of the proposed model are compared with those

of existing signal systems. The conclusions of this study are
presented in Section 6.

2. Problem Definition

Passive TSP is a strategy to establish signal progression for
transit by varying split length, offset, and cycle length [24,
33]. This strategy can be implemented by manually modify-
ing the general-vehicle-oriented coordinated timing plan to
accommodate bus-service characteristics [34], as depicted
in Figure 1. However, when passive TSP is applied to an
arterial with near-side stops, additional factors must be con-
sidered because of dwell-time variability. Moreover, negative
impacts on side-street traffic have long been one of the
major issues associated with TSP. In this study, we attempt
to deal with these issues.

2.1. Dwell Time Variability at Near-Side Stop. The dwell time
and its variance as constraints on passive TSP have been
considered in most previous studies [18, 21, 22]. The bus
trajectory using a near-side stop is portrayed in Figure 2.
In Figure 2(a), the dwell time has two components: number
1 denotes the boarding and alighting time, which the bus
must always spend at the stop, and number 2 denotes the
waiting time at the traffic signal after boarding and alighting,
which varies with the end instant of number 1. A near-side
stop has the highest dwell-time variability, which can reduce
the TSP effect [35]. The action of this variability over a chain
of multiple stops means that each bus can be considered to
arrive at the stop randomly. Therefore, the various arrival
instants of two-way buses at stops must be considered to
increase the TSP effect while applying the TSP to near-side
stops. Considering this situation, a previous study designed
a TSP model using number 1 and number 2 [23]. However,
STEP BAND [23] used an average value for the passenger
boarding and alighting time, which is actually variable over
time because of variations in passenger demand. By contrast,
this study uses a normally distributed stochastic passenger
boarding and alighting time to consider this variability.

In Figure 2(b), the effect of a bus bay is considered: num-
ber 1 denotes the time the bus waits to use the bus bay, which
depends on the bay’s capacity and the degree of bus bunching.
This is important because the bus departure instant at the stop
depends on whether the bus bay was used. Therefore, in a pre-
vious study, an upper bound of the bus bandwidth was set so
that the storage capacity of the bus stop was not exceeded [22].
However, the actual bus arrived at the stop in a manner differ-
ent from the plan owing to various road environmental fac-
tors. Thus, in calculating the dwell time, the possibility of
failure to use bus bays should be considered; it will depend
on the bus-stop capacity and the average number of bus
arrivals per cycle length for each stop.

In this study, these factors were considered for optimizing
the combination between subsystems after maximizing the
two-way bandwidth in the stop units. In summary, the waiting
time at the stop for each bus was calculated by random bus
arrival time at the stop based on dwell time following normal
distribution. Thus, the combination of each subsystem can be
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optimized to minimize the total bus stop waiting time of two-
way buses.

2.2. Other Road Users. In typical studies, a passive TSP is
applied to an artery, and a model is developed to ensure the
progression of both general and transit vehicles on the main
road [17, 20, 23]. However, side-street users have rarely been
considered; one exception is the work of Jeong and Kim [16],
who maintained the existing cycle length and green split to sat-
isfy the desired green times of other road users. In fact, if there
is an intersection with heavy traffic volume on a side street or
main arterial intersecting the transit corridor, the altered offset

can have a negative impact. Therefore, the transit corridor has
an “influential area” that will be affected by the introduction of
TSP. We use our proposed model that was to perform signal
adjustment and optimization in the entire influence area after
optimizing the signal of the transit corridor. Based on the net-
work, it could be used to calculate a signal plan that benefits the
transit vehicle as well as the general vehicle.

3. Methodology

This paper proposes an integrated TSP system with a median-
exclusive bus lane, assuming buses use near-side bus stops and
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Figure 1: Transit-vehicle trajectory before and after application of simple passive transit-signal priority (TSP).
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Figure 2: Bus trajectories at a near-side stop (a) without and (b) with a bus bay waiting.
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share the same signals with general vehicles. First, the sum of
the two-way bandwidth is maximized in units of stops based
onMAXBANDLP2 to find optimum internal-offset combina-
tion. Second, the external offset, a combination of several sub-
systems, is optimized to minimize the waiting time of the bus
at the stop. Finally, we optimize the signals at intersections or
arterial roads affected by the TSP.

3.1. Maximizing Two-Way Bandwidth by Bus Stop

3.1.1. MAXBAND LP2.MAXBAND LP2 model is a two-way
arterial with a fixed number of signals. The cycle length and
offsets of this model are also optimized to maximize the sum
of the outbound and inbound bandwidths [36]. The two-
way bandwidth between the two signals is illustrated in
Figure 3. (For notation, see Table 1).

The problem of maximizing the sum of the two-way band-
widths (illustrated in Figure 3) can be expressed as follows:

Max b + k�b
� �

find b, �b, z,wi, �wi,mi, ti,�ti, δi, �δi
� �

, ð1Þ

1/T2ð Þ ≤ z ≤
1
T1

� �
, ð2Þ

wi + b ≤ 1 − ri ∀i = 1,⋯, n, ð3Þ

�wi + �b ≤ 1 −�ri ∀i = 1,⋯, n, ð4Þ

wi + �wi −wi+1 − �wi+1 + ti +�ti + δili − �δi
�li − δi+1li+1,+�δi+1�li+1

−mi = ri+1 − ri + �τi + τi+1 ∀i = 1,⋯, n − 1,
ð5Þ
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Figure 3: Time–space diagram for MAXBAND (symbols defined in Table 1).

Table 1: Symbols and parameters.

Notation Description

b/�b Outbound/inbound bandwidth [cycles]

ri�ri/ Outbound/inbound red time at si [cycles]

wi �wi/ Time from right/left side of the red at Si to the left/right edge of the outbound/inbound green band [cycles]

ti/�ti Travel time from si to sh outbound/sh to Si inbound [cycles], ti = t i, i + 1ð Þ
∅i/∅i Time from center of an outbound/inbound red at sh to center of particular outbound/inbound red at si [cycles]

τi/�τi Queue-clearance time, an advance of outbound/inbound bandwidth upon leaving si [cycles]

li/�li Time allocated for outbound/inbound left turn green at si [cycles]

δi, �δi Phase sequence of si, 0–1 variables

k Target ratio of inbound to outbound bandwidth

z Signal frequency, or the inverse of cycle length [cycles/s]

T1/T2 Lower and upper limits on cycle length [s]

di/�di Distance between sh and si outbound/inbound [meters], di = d i, i + 1ð Þ
ei, f i/�ei, �f i Lower and upper limits on outbound/inbound speed [m/s]

1/hið Þ, 1/qið Þ/ 1/�hi
� �

, 1/�qið Þ Lower and upper limits on variation in outbound/inbound reciprocal speed [m/s]-1
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di f ið Þz ≤ ti ≤
di
ei

� �
z ∀i = 1,⋯, n − 1, ð6Þ

�di
�f i

� �
z ≤�ti ≤

�di
�ei

� �
z ∀i = 1,⋯, n − 1, ð7Þ

di
hi

� �
z ≤

di
di+1

� �
ti+1 − ti ≤

di
qi

� �
z ∀i = 1,⋯, n − 2, ð8Þ

�di
�hi

� �
z ≤

�di
�di+1

� �
�ti+1 −�ti ≤

�di
�qi

� �
z ∀i = 1,⋯, n − 2, ð9Þ

b, �b, z,wi, �wi, ti,�ti ≥ 0, ð10Þ
mi : integer, ð11Þ

δi, �δi : binary: ð12Þ
The objective function maximized by MAXBAND LP2 is

the sum of the two-way bandwidths; the scalar decision vari-
ables b, �b, z,wi, �wi,mi, ti,�ti, δi, �δi are calculated according to
the objective function. Equation (2) limits the range of feasible
cycle length, while Equations (3) and (4) express the con-
straints on the two-way bandwidth. Equation (5) limits the
integer variables ∅ðh, iÞ and ∅ðh, iÞ. Equations (6) and (7)
represent the constraints on the two-way travel speeds, and
Equations (8) and (9) are constraints on their variation. Equa-
tion (10) imposes nonnegativity constraints, Equation (11)
imposes an integer constraint, and Equation (12) imposes a
constraint on the phase sequence.

3.1.2. STEP BAND. STEP BAND maximizes the two-way
bandwidth in units of stops based on MAXBAND LP2 [23].
The subsystem can be divided into stops, considering the bus
halts at the stop. Dai et al. [21] classified intersections accord-
ing to bus-stop locations between adjacent intersections. How-
ever, this study targets the near-side stop with the signal; the
subsystem sets the outbound direction as a weighted direction
and ranges from the upstream stop to the intersection situated
immediately before the downstream stop in the outbound
direction. All transportation using the subsystem bandwidth
can pass from the upstream stop to the downstream stop with-
out halting. Thus, the lower and upper limits of the outbound/
inbound travel times given in Equations (6) and (7) can be
converted to a free flow speed. Consequently, the constraints
described in Equations (8) and (9) are excluded from the STEP
BAND. Since the two-way bandwidth is maximized in units of
stops based on the outbound direction, the bus traveling in the
outbound direction can utilize the red time at the stop for pas-
senger boarding and alighting. However, in the inbound direc-
tion, the red time of the downstream stop cannot be utilized
for this purpose, because the inbound bandwidth is maxi-
mized from the intersection directly after the upstream stop
toward the downstream stop. Therefore, the inbound band-
width is conditionally expanded, considering slack to be green.
Furthermore, the last subsystem of the analysis section ranges
from the upstream to the downstream stops based on the out-
bound direction, resulting in the same phenomenon as in the

inbound direction. Thus, the outbound bandwidth of the last
subsystem is also extended conditionally. The outbound and
inbound bandwidths (eb, eb) that are conditionally extended
by STEP BAND in units of stops are illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2. Optimizing Subsystem Combination to Minimize Waiting
Time at Stops. The constraints of STEP BAND optimizing the
signals within the subsystem have been described above. In
addition, adjacent subsystems should be combined to ensure
a continuous flow of buses. Although Hao et al. [14] divided
a long arterial into subgroups for efficient progression, this
only optimized signals within each subgroup. Dai et al. [21]
and Kim et al. [22] considered a combination of adjacent
groups in the constraint, but all buses exhibited distinct arrival
instants at stops within the cycle length owing to environmen-
tal factors. Han et al. [23] optimized system combinations
assuming a uniform bus distribution, but an actual bus shows
a random arrival distribution due to variability in dwell time
and waiting for signals. The present study seeks to overcome
the limitation in combination and optimization between sub-
systems due to the random arrival distribution of each bus.
(For notation, see Table 2 and Figure 5.)

The combination of subsystems influences the waiting
time of the bus at the stop because each subsystem is divided
into stops. Therefore, the two-way bus waiting time experi-
enced at the stops is considered when solving the problem of
combination optimization in this study. We optimize the
combination of subsystems using an external offset, which
represents the deviation in the outbound-bandwidth start time
for each upstream stop in the case of two adjacent subsystems.

Bus arrival time is affected by traffic condition, service
headways, and user fraction [37]. To consider these factors,
we assume first that we know when the buses enter the net-
work (t1 and t2 in Figure 6). Extensive studies have con-
firmed that the arrival distribution of buses follows a
normal, log normal, or gamma distribution [38–40]. Because
this study deals with the near-side stop, which has the high-
est uncertainty in bus dwell time, and a stochastic arrival-
time distribution based on a normally distributed stochastic
dwell time has been adopted [30]. Each bus proceeds to a
stop depending on whether a red light is shown after the
boarding and alighting time at the near-side stop. A depar-
ture distribution of each bus is generated by taking k samples
of bus departures based on the normally distributed dwell
time. This study also assumes that all buses always use the
full bandwidth. Therefore, the departure distribution at the
upstream stop becomes the arrival distribution at the down-
stream stop. From the second stop, the bus-stop waiting
time is calculated based on the boarding and alighting time
following the normal distribution, the bus-bay availability,
and the bandwidth availability. The passenger boarding
and alighting time is extracted k times for each external off-
set to generate candidates for the optimal external offset, i.e.,
the offset for which the waiting time of the two-way bus is
minimized in the situation where dwell time is variable.

The problem of combination optimization between sub-
systems can be expressed as follows:
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Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

OPn = θwhenminimize STWTn+1,θ + STWTn+1,θ
� �

: ð27Þ

The optimal external offset required for minimizing the
bus-waiting time at the stop can be determined by these
three steps. Additionally, the outbound upstream subsystem
is moved up to the cycle length every second to calculate the

waiting time for using the downstream bandwidth of each
bus with an external offset.

In Step 1, the waiting time of the outbound bus for each
external offset is considered. Equation (13) represents the
starting point of the upstream bandwidth, which varies with
the movement of the upstream subsystem every second.
Based on this equation, an external offset is obtained using
Equation (14). The waiting time if the bus bay is not used
is calculated in Equation (15). Based on the bus-bay capacity

Dn,θ =Dn + i, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð13Þ

θn =Dn+1 −Dn,θ, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð14Þ

WTn+1,θ,j,k =

Sn+1,θ,j−LA,k + TWTn+1,θ,j−LA,k −WTn+1,θ,j−LA,k
� �

− An+1,θ,j,k,

if LAn+1 ≤ jð Þ, Sn+1,θ,j−LA,k + TWTn+1,θ,j−LA,k −WTn+1,θ,j−LA,k − An+1, θ,j,k > 0
� �

0, otherwise,

8>><
>>: ð15Þ

Sn+1,θ,j,k = An+1,θ,j,k + DWn+1,j,k +WTn+1,θ,j,k, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð16Þ

TWTn+1,θ,j,k =
WTn+1,θ,j,k, if Dn+1 ≤ Sn+1,θ,j,k ≤Dn+1 + Bn+1,

Dn+1 + Cn+1 − Sn+1,θ,j,k +WTn+1,θ,j,k, otherwise,

(
ð17Þ

∀j = 0,⋯,Nn − 1, ð18Þ
STWTn+1,θ =〠

j

〠
k

TWTn+1,θ,j,k, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1: ð19Þ

�Dn,θ = �Dn + i, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð20Þ

θn =Dn+1 −Dn,θ,∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð21Þ

WTn+1,θ,j,k =

�Sn+1,θ,j−LA, k + TWTn+1,θ,j−LA,k −WTn+1,θ,j−LA,k
� �

− �An+1,θ,j,k,

if LAn+1 ≤ j
� �

, �Sn+1,θ,j−LA,k + TWTn+1,θ,j−LA,k −WTn+1,θ,j−LA,k − �An+1,θ,j,k > 0
� �

0, otherwise,

8>><
>>: ð22Þ

�Sn+1,θ,j,k = �An+1,θ,j,k + DWn+1,j,k +WTn+1,θ,j,k, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1, ð23Þ

TWTn+1,θ,j,k =
WTn+1,θ,j,k, if �Dn,θ ≤ �Sn+1,θ,j,k ≤ �Dn,θ + Bn,

�Dn,θ + Cn − �Sn+1,θ,j,k +WTn+1,θ,j,k, otherwise,

8<
: ð24Þ

∀j = 0,⋯, �Nn − 1, ð25Þ
STWTn+1,θ =〠

j

〠
k

TWTn+1,θ,j,k, ∀i = 0,⋯, Cn − 1: ð26Þ
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Table 2: Additional notation.

Notation Description

θn External offset between subsystem n and subsystem n+1 [s]

Cn nth stop cycle length [s]

Dn/�Dn Outbound/inbound bandwidth starting point at nth stop [s]

Bn/�Bn Outbound/inbound bandwidth of subsystem n maximized through STEP BAND [s]

An,θ,j/�An,θ,j Time when jth bus traveling on outbound/inbound arrives at nth stop [s]

DWn,j/DWn,j Boarding and alighting time of outbound/inbound jth bus at nth stop [s]

Sn,θ,j/�Sn, θ,j End-point of dwell time of outbound/inbound jth bus at nth stop [s]

Nn/Nn Average number of outbound/inbound buses using nth stop [bus/cycle]

LAn/LAn Number of bus bays on outbound/inbound at nth stop

WTn,θ, j/WTn,θ,j Waiting time of outbound/inbound jth bus under failure to use the bus bay at nth stop [s]

TWTn,θ,j/TWTn,θ,j Waiting time of outbound/inbound jth bus at nth stop [s]

STWTn,θ/STWTn,θ The sum of the waiting times of all buses in outbound/inbound using nth stop at θn [s]

OPn Optimum external offset between subsystem n and subsystem n+1 [s]
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and the bay-use time of the leading bus, the bay-use waiting
time of the following bus is determined, depending on
whether it actually uses the bus bay. Equation (16) expresses
the end instant of the bus dwell time, which is determined by
the time spent waiting for bus bay availability, the passenger
boarding and alighting times, and the bus-arrival distribution.
Equation (17) can be used to calculate the waiting time for

each bus at the stop according to the availability of
downstream-subsystem bandwidth at the end instant of the
bus dwell time. Overall, the waiting time for each bus depends
on failure to use the bus bay and on downstream bandwidth.
Equation (18) gives the average number of buses arriving at
the stop per cycle length, which is used to calculate the bus-
bay capacity. Equation (18) is obtained by converting the

t1 : 1st bus arrival time at the 1st stop

t2 : 2nd bus arrival time at the 1st stop

2nd bus stop

1st bus stop

k trials

k trials

Dwell time distribution

~N (𝜇1, 612)

Dwell time distribution

~N (𝜇1, 622)

Bus arrival distribution
at the 2nd stop

D
is
ta
nc
e (

x)

Intersection

Intersection

Intersection

Subsystem1

Time (t)

t1 t2

a b

x

P (x)

a′ + 1a′ b′

b′a′

 a′ + 2

x

P (x)

b
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average number of buses arriving per hour into a cycle length
unit and rounding it up. In addition, the boarding and alight-
ing time of the bus at the stop was randomly extracted for k tri-
als based on the normal distribution. Therefore, the processes
expressed in Equations (15)–(17)are repeated by the num-
ber of trials k and the average number of buses Nn/�Nn
arriving at the stop per cycle length. The sum of the waiting
time of all buses for each external offset is evaluated using
Equation (19).

Step 2 calculates the waiting time for inbound buses
under an external offset. Equation (20) represents the start-
ing point of the inbound bandwidth according to the change
in the external offset. Waiting time due to failure to use the
bus bay is considered in Equation (22). Equation (24) gives
the delay time of the jth bus according to the availability of
inbound bandwidth at the end of the dwell time computed
in Equation (23). Based on the average number of buses in
Equation (25) and k trials, Equation (26) calculates the sum
of the waiting times of all inbound buses.

Finally, in Step 3, the optimal external offset is deter-
mined by considering the two-way bus waiting time for
each external offset (Equation (27)). By following this pro-
cess, buses can continuously travel across multiple subsys-
tems. Moreover, the total waiting time at the stops is
minimized for all the buses randomly arriving at each stop.

3.3. Optimizing Signals in the Influence Area.Other road users
pose the greatest concern when applying TSP. Through the
process proposed in this paper, general vehicles on the main
street can drive uninterruptedly through several intersections
between stops. However, the offset varies when passive TSP
is applied to the arterial, thereby affecting side-street traffic.
Most previous studies did not consider this effect, the impact
of which may be severe if the arterial road to which TSP is
applied intersects a main arterial road.

One strategy for mitigating such impacts is to optimize
the signal-operation plan of the transit corridor, then adjust
the relative offset based on the current signal-operation plan
of the intersecting artery. As the signal-operation plan of
TSP operation section changes, however, other adjacent
roads may be affected by the changed traffic pattern. There-
fore, an alternative strategy is to optimize the signal plan for
influence areas, such as side-street intersections with heavy
traffic volumes or major arterials crossing the transit corri-
dor, as depicted in Figure 7.

Signal optimization of the influential area was calcu-
lated was Synchro Studio 7 [41], based on the following
rules:

(i) All the optimized signals on the transit corridor are
fixed
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Figure 8: Location information of test site.

Table 3: Simulation scenario.

Dwell time
Mean based on BMS-data average; standard deviation, 5 s Mean, 30 s; standard deviation, 8 s

Headway

320 (s) Scenario 1-1 Scenario 2-1

640 (s) Scenario 1-2 Scenario 2-2
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Figure 10: Performance comparison of three models in four scenarios: (a) average waiting times of bus at stops (s/bus); (b) number of stops
of bus along transit corridor; (c–d) average travel time delays of general vehicles (s/veh) (c) on transit corridor and (d) on arterial in
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(ii) The influence area uses the same cycle length as the
transit corridor to continuously provide the same
effect

(iii) Overlap is allowed to use the green time efficiently
according to traffic level upon optimizing green
splits and phase sequences

(iv) The network offset is the objective function opti-
mized to minimize network delay

4. Test Site and Experimental Design

Certain roads in Sejong, Korea (Figure 8) were chosen as test
sites and simulated to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed methodology for real-world applications. The simula-
tion network comprised fifteen intersections with five near-
side stops in each direction (except for the westbound of
stop 4, which is a far-side shape). The transit corridor was
Hannuri-daero; some of its sections have a bus underpass,
so that general vehicles and buses ply on distinct driving

Table 4: Intersection delays (s/veh).

Inter
section

Scenario
S1-1 S1-2 S2-1 S2-1

Current
STEP
BAND

Proposed
model

Current
STEP
BAND

Proposed
model

Current
STEP
BAND

Proposed
model

Current
STEP
BAND

Proposed
model

1 3.9 4.2 6.5 3.4 3.4 5.9 3.8 3.8 6.2 3.4 3.4 5.9

2 24.6 24.9 28.7 25.0 24.9 29.2 24.9 24.7 29.6 25.0 24.4 29.3

3 35.3 40.1 29.3 34.7 27.2 21.5 39.6 40.3 32.7 34.6 36.8 27.4

4 13.8 14.6 10.8 13.8 14.0 10.9 13.8 14.0 10.8 13.8 13.8 10.9

5 26.9 31.1 23.6 26.9 28.3 23.1 26.9 27.9 24.8 26.9 28.6 23.1

6 24.1 26.3 20.6 21.5 15.8 16.8 24.2 22.9 20.2 21.5 21.6 19.5

7 31.9 32.9 28.3 31.9 40.5 26.9 31.9 42.9 25.8 31.9 43.2 26.9

8 23.2 15.0 14.1 23.3 14.9 13.7 23.3 18.1 14.0 23.4 17.7 13.4

9 16.2 8.9 5.8 16.6 2.5 8.8 15.9 1.9 6.3 16.6 1.6 8.6

10 5.0 11.0 10.1 5.2 10.1 11.6 4.9 4.9 11.2 5.1 4.8 11.6

11 5.7 16.8 12.5 5.1 6.2 18.8 5.9 9.1 19.2 5.1 8.8 19.2

12 10.4 10.2 9.8 10.4 10.4 9.8 10.3 10.4 9.8 10.4 10.3 9.8

13 16.0 18.8 18.0 16.0 15.6 18.4 16.0 15.6 17.4 16.0 15.7 18.4

14 11.7 5.6 5.1 11.7 10.6 5.0 11.7 10.8 3.9 11.7 11.7 5.0

15 87.4 77.4 64.9 87.4 71.3 63.0 87.4 74.0 62.9 87.4 85.3 63.0

Table 5: Network delays.

Scenario
Vehicle delay

(s/veh)
Improvement
Rate (%)

Person delay
(s/per)

Improvement
Rate (%)

S1-1

Current 28.3 — 19.0 —

STEP BAND 27.0 4.5% 20.4 -7.2%

Proposed model 23.4 17.3% 17.3 9.2%

S1-2

Current 28.4 — 18.7 —

STEP BAND 26.0 8.8% 16.7 10.9%

Proposed model 23.6 17.1% 16.7 10.9%

S2-1

Current 28.3 — 19.8 —

STEP BAND 26.6 6.2% 20.6 -4.2%

Proposed model 23.4 17.4% 17.8 10.0%

S2-2

Current 28.4 — 18.7 —

STEP BAND 28.6 -0.4% 20.4 -9.2%

Proposed model 23.6 17.0% 17.3 7.5%
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sections. The bus travels on a median-exclusive bus lane;
both buses and general vehicles traveling through
Hannuri-daero use the same signals. Certain sections of
Hannuri-daero where only general vehicles pass, together
with the major intersections with Nari-ro and Galmae-ro,
were defined as influence areas. For each arterial, all inter-
sections were controlled using the pretimed strategy, and
they share the same cycle length.

To apply the proposed model to various situations, sev-
eral scenarios were organized according to the bus dwell
times and volume, as shown in Table 3. In scenario 1-1,
dwell time at a bus stop follows a normal distribution with
a mean based on the average value of bus-management-
system (BMS) data and a standard deviation of 5 s; all buses
have a headway of 320 s. The headway is set to 640 s in sce-
nario 1-2. In scenario 2-1, the dwell time of each bus stop
follows a normal distribution with a mean of 30 s and stan-
dard deviation of 8 s; all buses have a headway of 320 s.
The headway is set to 640 s in scenario 2-2. A current signal
system and STEP BAND [23] were compared with the pro-
posed methodology for equal cycle lengths of 160 s. Depend-
ing on the bus volume, approximately 17 and 34 buses were
operated in each direction per hour, and approximately 23
cycle lengths were repeated. As stops 4 and 6 contain only
one bus bay in each direction, a number of buses may expe-
rience waiting to use the bus bay at these stops. The optimal
signal coordination plans were computed using Python with
mixed-integer linear programming and SYNCHRO; the
simulation experiments were conducted using VISSIM. In
addition, each measure of effectiveness was calculated
through the VISSIM and COM interface.

5. Result

This study adopted the average travel-time delay, average
bus-stop waiting time, number of stops along an arterial,
intersection delay, and network delay as measures of effec-
tiveness to assess the performance of the proposed model
on the network. In each scenario, the proposed model was
compared with a current signal operation method and STEP
BAND [23].

The average travel-time delay of a bus is vital for evalu-
ating the speed of bus operation. As shown in Figure 9(a),
the delays under the proposed model were shorter than
those under the current signal and STEP BAND in all sce-
narios; compared to STEP BAND, they decreased by
18.1%, 3.0%, 13.9%, and 5.8% for scenarios 1-1, 1-2, 2-1,
and 2-2, respectively. The standard deviations of the bus
travel-time delays were similar to or slightly lesser than those
obtained with STEP BAND (Figure 9(b)).

As depicted in Figure 10(a), the proposed model effec-
tively reduced the bus waiting time for stops where all buses
experienced dwell time variance. As shown in Figure 10(b),
the current signal operation method and STEP BAND
yielded a higher number of halts, including those at intersec-
tions and while waiting for the signal at the end of the dwell
time. Considering scenario 1 as an example, the current sys-
tem generated 1.9 halts, whereas the proposed model gener-
ated 1.4, a reduction of 26%. As indicated in Figure 10(c),

the application of the proposed model showed similar the
average travel-time delays of general vehicles on the transit
corridor. Moreover, compared to the current signal opera-
tion method, the signal operation of the arterial in the influ-
ence area was improved by 22%, 29%, 26%, and 29% for
each scenario, as depicted in Figure 10(d).

The proposed method outperformed the current signal
operation method and STEP BAND at intersections, as indi-
cated in Table 4. Although certain intersections exhibited
slightly increased average delays per vehicle, most saw
improvements. In summary, as shown from a network per-
spective in Table 5, the proposed model reduced vehicle
delays by approximately 17% over the current system; per-
son delays improved by approximately 9.2%, 10.9%, 10.0%,
and 7.5% for each scenario, respectively.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an integrated traffic-signal system for a
transit corridor with near-side stops and an influence area.
The proposed model included a transit-oriented base signal
plan along the transit corridor and base signals to minimize
delays for general vehicles in the influence region. The base
signal plan was formulated in three steps: first, the subsystem
was divided into designated bus stops, and the two-way band-
width was maximized based on STEP BAND. Thereafter, the
combination of adjacent subsystems was optimized to mini-
mize the waiting time of the two-way buses at each stop. In
this step, random bus arrivals were generated by stochastic
dwell time, and the capacity of the bus stop was also consid-
ered. Finally, the signals in the influence area, including those
at intersections and arterials affected by TSP, were optimized
using the green split and phase sequence, including an offset
that minimized the network delay based on the same cycle
length of the transit corridor.

A case study showed that, compared with the current
signal operation method and STEP BAND, the proposed
model could significantly enhance the operation of both
buses and general vehicles in terms of average bus-travel-
time delays and their standard deviation, average waiting
times at stops, number of halts, and average travel delays
of general vehicles in the transit corridor and the influence
area. The proposed model can yield positive results for both
vehicles and persons in terms of networks.

Various extensions of the proposed model are possible.
First, the influence area could be defined more broadly than
simply as the major intersections affected by TSP. As net-
work delays may vary depending on the scope of the influ-
ence area, systematic conditions are required. Second, this
study targeted an arterial road with TSP; however, the pro-
posed model should be applied to a network with multiple
bus routes. In the future, the simultaneous implementation
of both passive and conditional-active TSP strategies should
also be studied.

Data Availability

All the relevant data used to support the findings of the
study are available within the article.
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